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Be Thou My Vision Series 
 

 

This series is intended to be a compilation of my life’s labors. In the context of pastoral and seminary 

teaching, it is a work in progress. I call this projected series Be Thou My Vision because the method is to 

explain and teach God’s glory to transform the Christian life. The chapters of this book represent 

summaries of years of work related to this project’s undertaking, which has been to organize the 

attributes of God in relation to human mirroring of these attributes, both in believers and nonbelievers. 

The material can be used for specific training purposes among church leaders (pastors, church co-

workers, biblical counselors, seminary students) as well as to foster general maturity among believers, so 

that they may be stimulated to understand and apply biblical truth in life.   

Initially, my English draft was written in the summer of 2016 and I submitted two variations of 

manuscript proposals to my first publisher. However, after considering my calling to serve the Chinese 

people, the copyright limitations on multiple digital uses once a book is published in the US, and the 

difficulties of providing printed books to some of our Chinese brothers and sisters, I decided to start my 

own publishing company to control how my material is made available and work with a Taiwan printer 

to lower costs. I have created the website  www.bethoumyvision.net to allow some free PDF 

downloading, especially for digital Chinese translations. Various digital forms of the final English ebook 

(HTML, epub and PDF) and other resources will be available from my publishing website 

www.unveiledfacesreformedpress.net Snapshot versions of my written material or new ideas in progress 

will be accessible in my blog postings there. The English printed books are available through Amazon, 

and the Kindle edition is currently available there as well.  

My goal, Lord willing, is to write a Be Thou My Vision series of connected works specifically for Chinese 

translation. This first book called Foundations: God’s Glory as an Integrating Perspective on Reformed Theology 

explains the theme of God’s glory, specifically using eight summary attributes of God as an octo-

perspectival approach that helps us integrate explicated themes with the doctrines of Reformed theology. 

To this Foundations book, I hope to add a Prezi presentation (a new online presentation type software that 

uses vector graphics scaling, ideal for using my master illustration on page 211 to link with short teaching 

summaries) with professional video recordings and a Prezi derived PDF workbook. I’m still researching 

ways to convert the Foundations book to some kind of ebook that links all Bible references with a digital 

Bible so they will pop-up when pointed to on computer screen or on a touch screen.  The Foundations first 

draft has already been translated to Chinese to provide basic doctrinal formation for Chinese church co-

workers.  

Lord willing, the series of application books that follow will cover many practical topics of the 

Christian life using the eight omni-attributes of God as an organizing perspective. The material can be 

adapted by trainers to cover both Foundations and Application topics or just Application topics. In any case, 

the material is presented as a connected package, such that the glory of God will not be intelligibly or 

versatilely applied unless learners also understand integrative Reformed theology. However, the order 

can be reversed to first attract students with a practical topic and then introduce the Foundations material. 

It is offered to the Chinese believers in hopes that it will prevent increasing fragmentation of the 

Christian life from its doctrinal foundations. As evidenced in many books and articles, this fragmentation 

tends towards morality without the Gospel, but a firm doctrinal foundation will overlay all ethics and 

morality with the joy of the Lord through the Gospel of grace.  

http://www.bethoumyvision.net/
http://www.unveiledfacesreformedpress.net/
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David Powlison proposes that we need a “Grand Unified Theory (GUT) of systematic pastoral 

practice,” and I have put forward this model as a way of answering Powlison’s challenge. I have linked my 

project with the Westminster Standards and with suggested readings from Wilhelmus a Brakel's A 

Christian's Reasonable Service (available in public domain in English, but recently translated into simplified 

Chinese and available in both free digital and printed forms). My vision is that this can become a type of 

public domain project among conservative Reformed theologians and practitioners serving among the 

Chinese or who can write in English with the permission to translate to Chinese to be freely distributed 

among the Chinese. In this way, I hope it will become a collaborative series, like many open source 

software and operating systems, that continues to refine and improve on the GUT. Those who adopt the 

foundations material and appreciate the way it is applied to diverse topics could be invited to contribute 

chapters or books in other areas of expertise.  

 

POSSIBLE APPLICATION BOOKS: God’s Glory in All Our Places  

 

      In the Earthly Assembly 

1. God’s Glory Reflected for Children (a full color children’s version of the Foundations book with 

notes for parents and teachers) 

2. God’s Glory Reflected in Christian Singleness 

3. God’s Glory Reflected in Christian Dating and Engaged Relationships 

4. God’s Glory Reflected in Marriage  

5. God’s Glory Reflected in Parenting  

6. God’s Glory Reflected in Christian Education (homeschooling, public schooling, and Christian 

school-Christian college, seminary)  

7. God’s Glory Reflected in Presbyterian Leadership  

8. God’s Glory Reflected in Interpreting the Scripture and Preaching in Contemporary Cultures  

9. God’s Glory Reflected in Church Unity: Essentials & Adiaphora 

10. God’s Glory Reflected in OT Pastoral Models (Proverbs, Psalms)  

11. God’s Glory Reflected in NT Pastoral Models for Biblical Counseling 

12. God’s Glory Reflected in Pastoral Counseling 

13. God’s Glory Reflected in Corporate Worship  

 

     In the Earthly Creation 

14. God’s Glory Reflected in Stewardship: Finance  

15. God’s Glory Reflected over our Cursed Creation: Chaos Factors of Sin, Death, Time, and 

Opportunity (Ecclesiastes & Romans 8) 

16. God’s Glory Reflected over our Health: Bodies and Food 

 

   In the (already) Heavenly Assembly & Creation 

17. God’s Glory Reflected in the New Earth- Jerusalem City-Garden 

 

     In the Earthly Diaspora 

18. God’s Glory Reflected in Apologetics: Psychological Theories  

19. God’s Glory Reflected in Marketplace Ministry 

20. God’s Glory Reflected over the Internet and Other Digital Tool Uses 
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21. God’s Glory Reflected over Persecution 

22. God’s Glory Reflected in Evangelism, Missions & Church Planting  

 

Pray for God to bless this project and give strength and wisdom to work toward expanding it with 

like-minded collaborators. 

 

Rev. Dr. Tim Yates, D.Min.  

       May 17, 2017 
 


